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Question: For what indefinite noun phrases is there supposed to be an individual described by it? From a purely linguistic point of view, i.e., when should a text interpreter record the appearance of a new individual? 

Terminology: An indefinite establishes a discourse referent if it justifies a subsequent anaphor.

(1) Bill is not a linguist --> no
... #the linguist which Bill is not
(2) A lion is a mighty hunter --> no
... #the lion who is a mighty hunter

(3) Bill has a car. It/The car/Bill's car is black
(4) Bill doesn't have a car. *It/The car/Bill's car is black.

(7) Bill didn't see a misprint (ambiguous between specific & non-specific)
(7') Bill didn't see a certain misprint (specific only)

Modal verbs

(9a) Bill tried to find a piano but he didn't succeed in finding one.
(9b) John tried to lift a piano but he didn't succeed in lifting it.

(10a) You must write a letter to your parents. *They are expecting the letter.
(10b) Bill can make a kite. *The kite has a long strong.

(11a) Bill wants to catch a fish. *Do you see the fish from here?
(11b) Mary expects to have a baby. *The baby's name is Sue.

Implicative verbs

(12a) John managed to find an apartment. The apartment has a balcony.
(13a) John didn't manage to find an apartment. *The apartment has a balcony.

(12b) Bill ventured to ask a question. The lecturer answered it.
(13b) Bill didn't dare to ask a question. *The lecturer answered it.

(14a) Bill forgot to write a term paper. *He cannot show it to the teacher.
(14b) John failed to find an answer. *It was wrong.

with implicative verbs, double negation => referent established

(14c) John didn't fail to find an answer. The answer was even right.
(14d) John didn't remember not to bring an umbrella, although we had no room for it.

Factive verbs

(15) John knew/didn't know that Mary had a car, but/and he had never seen it.

(16) Bill realized/didn't realize that he had a dime. It was in his pocket.

Nonfactive verbs

(17) I doubt that Mary has a car. *Bill has seen it.
(18) Bill doubts that Mary has a car. I have seen it.

(19) Bill says he saw a lion on the street. He claims the lion had escaped from the zoo.

Generalization: A discourse referent established just in case the proposition represented by the sentence is asserted, implied, or presupposed by the speaker to be true. (p. 9 of PDF)

Counterexamples:

(20) 	a.	I owned/*needed a car. It was a Mustang.
	b.	Seymour imagines/*wants a knife. It is sharp.
	c.	John bought/*promised Mary a bracelet. *The bracelet was very expensive.
	d.	The casting director was looking at/*for an innocent blonde. *She was from Bean Blossom, Indiana.

Solution: sentence underneath the verb with implicit "have"

(22a) Seymour wanted to have a knife.

Short term referents

(25a) You must write a letter to your parents and mail the letter write away. *They are expecting the letter.

(25b) John wants to catch a fish and eat it for supper. *Do you see the fish over there?

(25c) I don't believe that Mary had a baby and named her Sue. *The baby has mumps.

"In short, a text interpreter must keep track of the status of the referents it has established and delete them when necessary" (p. 12 of PDF). 

Modal subordination:

(26) You must write a letter to your parents. It has to be sent by airmail. The letter must get there by tomorrow.

(27) Mary wants to marry a rich man. He must be a banker.

Suppositions

(28)	a.	Suppose Mary had a car. She takes me to work in it. I drive the car too.

	b.	If Mary has a car, she will take me to work in it. I can drive the car too. 

	c.	If Mary had a car, she would take me to work in it. I could drive the car too.

	d.	I wish Mary had a car. She would take me to work in it. I could drive the car too.

	e.	When Mary has a car, she can take me to work in it. I can drive the car too.

vs.

(29) I wish Mary had a car. *I will drive it.

"fictitious individuals may be referred to anaphorically only as long as the proper fictitious mode is sustained, but when the illusion is broken, they cease to exist"

"a text interpreter... must catch a supposition in whatever form it comes and recognize where the supposition ceases to be in force"

Quantifiers

(34a) Harvey courts a girl at every convention. She is very pretty.
(34b) Most boys in this town are in love with a go-go dancer. Mary doesn't like her at all.

Specificity: three ways, against [+/- specific]

(40) Bill intends to visit a museum every day.
(43) Mary may want to marry a Swede.
- She introduced him to her mother yesterday.
- Suppose that it is true, then she will certainly introduce him to her mother.
- Suppose that it is true and that she does it, then she will certainly introduce him to her mother.

